A primary objective in developing a neural prosthesis is to replace neural circuitry in the brain that no longer functions appropriately. Such a goal requires artificial reconstruction of neuron-to-neuron connections in a way that can be recognized by the remaining normal circuitry, and that promotes appropriate interaction. In this study, the application of a specially designed neural prosthesis using a multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear model is demonstrated by using trains of electrical stimulation pulses to substitute for MIMO model derived ensemble firing patterns. Ensembles of CA3 and CA1 hippocampal neurons, recorded from rats performing a delayed-nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) memory task, exhibited successful encoding of trial-specific sample lever information in the form of different spatiotemporal firing patterns. MIMO patterns, identified online and in real-time, were employed within a closed-loop behavioral paradigm. Results showed that the model was able to predict successful performance on the same trial. Also, MIMO model-derived patterns, delivered as electrical stimulation to the same electrodes, improved performance under normal testing conditions and, more importantly, were capable of recovering performance when delivered to animals with ensemble hippocampal activity compromised by pharmacologic blockade of synaptic transmission. These integrated experimental-modeling studies show for the first time that, with sufficient information about the neural coding of memories, a neural prosthesis capable of real-time diagnosis and manipulation of the encoding process can restore and even enhance cognitive, mnemonic processes.
Introduction
The utility and validation of neural prosthetic devices has improved considerably in recent years with several new applications providing relief and improvement from pathological circumstances that affect motor control, locomotion, and restoration of movement , Leuthardt et al 2009 , Isa et al 2009 , Wang et al 2010a . The primary models for such devices have utilized the wellestablished assessment of motor cortical neural ensemble firing related to arm movements and brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) for control of scalp recorded neural events correlated with detection of expected sensory events (Daly and Wolpaw 2008 , Leuthardt et al 2009 , Wang et al 2010b . While highly successful, the above approaches have only recently been applied to cognitive processes within a context that can be shown to facilitate or restore mental activity impaired by (1) events such as lack of attention to or misinterpretation of critical information in normal subjects (Jarosiewicz et al 2008 , Legenstein et al 2010 , or (2) the loss of these capacities due to injury or disease that affect cortical structures involved in information, encoding, and integration (Moritz et al 2008 , Miller et al 2010 .
This paper describes the initial demonstration of a cortical neural prosthesis applied to information processing of two subregions of the hippocampus involved in the formation of long-term memory. These memories were essential for successful performance of a cognitive task requiring encoding and retrieval of information on a trial-by-trial basis. The neural structure tested by the device, the rodent hippocampus, has been extensively characterized with respect its role in performance of a delayed-nonmatch-to-sample (DNMS) working memory task (Deadwyler and Hampson 1995 , 1997 , Hampson et al 1999b , Hampson and Deadwyler 2003 , Deadwyler et al 2007 and offline computational assessment of firing relationships during that performance (Song et al 2007a (Song et al , 2007b . Such characterization provided the substrate for online application of the device to extract critical functional processing from ensembles of hippocampal neurons required for the performance of the task Hampson 2004, Hampson et al 2008) , and to establish when not present, information processing necessary for successful completion of the task Deadwyler 2003, Deadwyler et al 2007) . Here we demonstrate how this prototype of a cortical prosthesis is capable of (1) monitoring the input pattern to hippocampus during the information encoding phase of the task, (2) predicting accurately the associated hippocampal output pattern and the degree of success related to such encoding, and (3) delivering stimulation with electrical pulses during the same phase of the task in a pattern that conforms to the normal firing of the hippocampal output region on successful trials. The utility of this cortical prosthesis is further demonstrated by the capacity to substitute successful encoding stimulation when hippocampal ensembles are compromised and cannot generate the necessary codes to perform the task successfully.
Methods

Subjects and training
Long-Evans rats (Harlan) aged four-six months were used as subjects (n = 45). All animal protocols and surgical procedures are approved by the Wake Forest University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the National Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication no 8023). Animals maintained at 85% of ad libitum body weight were trained to criterion performance levels in the DNMS task and then implanted bilaterally with two identical array electrodes (Neurolinc, New York, NY), each consisting of two rows of eight stainless steel wires (diameter: 20 μ) positioned parallel to the longitudinal axis of hippocampus (figure 1). The distance between two adjacent electrodes in the array within a row was 200 μm and between rows was 400 μm to conform to the locations of the respective CA3 and CA1 cell layers. The electrode array was lowered to a depth of 3.0-4.0 mm from the cortical surface with the longer electrode row positioned in the CA3 cell layer and shorter row 1.2 mm higher with tips in the CA1 layer. Extracellular neuronal spike activity was monitored during implantation to maximize placement in the appropriate hippocampal cell layers. Animals were allowed to recover from surgery for at least one week before continuing behavioral testing .
Behavioral apparatus and training procedure
The behavioral testing apparatus for the DNMS task is the same as reported in prior studies (Deadwyler and Hampson 1997 , 2004 and consists of a 43 × 43 × 50 cm Plexiglas chamber with two retractable levers (left and right) positioned on either side of a water trough on one wall of the chamber (figure 1). A photocell with a cue light activated nose-poke (NP) device was mounted in the center of the opposite wall. The chamber was housed inside a sound-attenuated cubicle. The DNMS task consisted of three phases: (1) sample phase: in which a single lever was presented randomly in either the left or right position; when the animal pressed the lever, the event was classified as sample response (SR), (2) delay phase: of variable duration (1-30 s) in which a nosepoke (NP) into a photocell was required to advance to the (3) nonmatch phase: in which both levers were presented and a response on the lever opposite to the SR, i.e., a nonmatch response (NR), was required for delivery of a drop of water (0.4 ml) in the trough. A response in the nonmatch phase on the lever in the same position as the SR (match response) constituted an 'error' with no water delivery and a turning off of the lights in the chamber for 5.0 s. Following the reward delivery (or an error) the levers were retracted for 10.0 s before the sample lever was presented to begin the next trial. Individual performance was assessed as % correct NRs with respect to the total number of trials (100-150) per daily (1-2 h) session.
Multineuron recording of hippocampal ensembles
Animals were connected by a cable to a 32-channel recording apparatus via a slip-ring commutator (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD) which allowed free movement at all times during behavioral testing. Single neuron action potentials (spikes) were isolated by time-amplitude window discrimination and computer-identified (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, USA) by individual waveform characteristics using a multi-neuron acquisition (MAP) processor. Isolated spike waveforms exhibiting firing rates consistent with CA1 and CA3 principal cells (i.e. 0.5-5.0 Hz baseline firing rate) which showed stable behavioral correlates across sessions (Deadwyler et al 2007 , Deadwyler and Hampson 2006 were employed for experimental manipulations and model development.
Hippocampal ensembles used to analyze encoding of DNMP events consisted of 15-32 single neurons, each recorded from a separate identified electrode location on the bilateral arrays (Song et al 2007a) .
Nonlinear systems identification of ensemble codes
A general, Volterra kernel-based strategy for modeling multiinput/multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear dynamics underlying spike train-to-spike train transformations between CA3 and CA1 was established to predict output patterns of CA1 firing pattern from input patterns of CA3 neural activity Song et al 2007a . In this approach, the identification of spatio-temporal pattern transformations from the hippocampal CA3 region to the CA1 region is formulated as the estimation of an MIMO model that can be decomposed into a series of multi-input, single-output (MISO) models with Figure 1 . Top, diagram of DNMS task (clockwise from top). Sample phase starts with single lever extended in one position. SR encoding strength (recorded via array electrodes in CA3 and CA1, center right) predicts delay-sensitive (red arrow) nonmatch response (left). Following random delay, both levers are extended in nonmatch phase. Nonmatch decision requires animal to press lever opposite to SR. Spatiotemporal patterns of ensemble firing are illustrated in color contour maps showing differential firing to left versus right SRs which occurred for 3.0-5.0 s following sample lever presentation (SP). Maps depict firing rate of neurons (vertical axis) by time (horizontal axis) for same 5.0 s period. Overall feedback loop for trials is closed by behavioral outcome based on correct or error recall of sample lever position. Bottom left: performance (mean percentage correct ± SEM) curve illustrates sensitivity of behavior to duration of delay interval under control conditions (n = 23). A unilateral cannula located in CA3 is shown next to array to indicate the site of drug infusion to alter task-related firing (figure 4). physiologically identifiable structure that can be expressed by the following equations:
The variable x represents input spike trains; y represents output spike trains. The hidden variable w represents the pre-threshold membrane potential of the output neurons, and is equal to the summation of three components, i.e. postsynaptic potential u caused by input spike trains, the output spike-triggered after-potential a, and a Gaussian white noise ε with standard deviation σ . The noise term models both intrinsic noise of the output neuron and the contribution of unobserved inputs. When w exceeds threshold, θ , an output spike is generated and a feedback after-potential (a) is triggered and then added to w. Feedforward kernels k describe the transformation from x to u. The feedback kernel, h, describes the transformation from y to a. u can be expressed as a Volterra functional series of x, as in
The zeroth order kernel, k 0 , is the value of u when the input is absent. First order kernels, k (n) 1 , describe the linear relation between the nth input x n and u. Second and third order selfkernels, k (n) 2 , and k (n) 3s , describe the second and third order nonlinear relation between nth input x n and u, respectively. Second order cross-kernels k (n1,n2) 2x reflect the second order nonlinear interactions between each unique pair of inputs (x n1 and x n2 ) as they affect u. N is the number of inputs. M k denotes the memory length of the feedforward process. The feedback variable a can be expressed as:
where h is the linear feedback kernel. M h is the memory length of the feedback process. In total, then, the model describes how temporal patterns of third order (i.e., the effects of triplets) for each input, and second order (i.e., the effects of pairs) for any of two interacting inputs, affect each output, taking into account differing noise level and output spike-triggered feedback (the latter due to circuitry and/or membrane biophysics), and neuron-specific differences in thresholds. In order to reduce the number of open parameters to be estimated, both k and h are expanded with orthonormal Laguerre basis functions (Marmarelis and Orme 1993 , Marmarelis 2004 , Marmarelis and Berger 2005 . Due to the Gaussian noise term and the threshold, this model can be considered a special case of the generalized Laguerre-Volterra model (GLVM), which employs a probit link function (Song et al 2007b (Song et al , 2009 ). All model parameters, i.e., feedforward Volterra kernel k and feedback Volterra kernel h can be estimated using an iterative re-weighted least-squares method (Truccolo et al 2005) . Noise standard deviation σ and threshold θ are redundant variables and thus can be indirectly obtained through variable transformation (Song et al 2007b (Song et al , 2009 ). Due to the stochastic nature of the system, estimated models are validated using an out-of-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test based on the time-rescaling theorem (Brown et al 2002) .
Prior studies have shown the success of the application of MIMO model (Song et al 2007a (Song et al , 2007b which was applied offline to data from hippocampal ensemble recordings in the DNMS task to determine the temporal relation between spike occurrences recorded in CA3 and CA1 (Zanos et al 2008 , Song et al 2009 . Recent investigations have revealed extension of this capacity to online control of DNMS performance (Hampson et al 2011) . In the latter case it was revealed that the recordings from the CA3 electrodes constituted the inputs to the model, while the designated outputs were spikes recorded from the CA1 electrodes on the same array (figure 1) which corresponded to the well-established monosynaptic relationship between the two cell populations via Schaffer collateral fiber connections (Witter and Amaral 2004) .
MIMO generated ensemble stimulation
Stimulation studies were conducted with a custom built 16channel stimulator (Triangle Bio Systems Inc., Durham, NC) designed to deliver patterns of electrical pulses to CA1 electrodes in both (bilateral) hippocampal arrays. Stimulator output was delivered as bipolar pulses, 1.0 ms duration, 0.1-15 V, 20-100 μA to pairs of CA1 electrodes located adjacent to each other on the array (figure 1). This provided maximal isolation of individual pulse trains from other electrodes in the same array and restricted stimulation trains to the regions where the same firing patterns were obtained from CA1 cells recorded on the same electrodes. Stimulation patterns consisted of 16 channels of pulses delivered bipolar to all CA1 electrodes in trains of 1.5-3.0 s duration prior to and during the SR, or for control purposes, shifted to 3.0-7.0 s after the SR. Controls for nonspecific effects of stimulation included (1) shuffling of MIMO coefficients to generate stimulation patterns, or (2) reversing the appropriate pattern for a given lever position to the pattern for the opposite lever position. To test of the effectiveness of the electrical stimulation patterns some animals were prepared with minipumps to infuse the glutamatergic blocking agent MK801 into the hippocampus to disrupt MIMO model predicted output patterns in CA1 indicated by a loss of identified SR codes. The drug was infused chronically (37.5 μg h −1 ; 1.5 mg ml −1 , 0.25 μl h −1 ) over a two week period in animals that had previously showed facilitated performance on trials with MIMO stimulation delivered during a similar chronic infusion of saline vehicle. The location of the infusion cannula is shown in the illustration of array recordings in figure 1.
Results
Prior investigations have demonstrated from online recordings of hippocampal activity that information encoded during the SR and employed in the nonmatch phase is predictive of successful or unsuccessful performance based on the duration of the ensuing delay interval (Deadwyler et al 2007 . These investigations have determined that the retrieval process (NR) is not as critical as the encoding (SR) phase of the task since errors are correlated more with lack of effective hippocampal cell firing during the SR (Simeral et al 2005) . DNMS trials are grouped by 5-10 s intervals of delay duration, and plotted as mean (± S.E.M.) percentage of correct trials. Animals were trained on trials with delays of 1-30 s, then subjected on a random infrequent basis to 'probe' trials, with delays >30 s, employed to assess accuracy of the MIMO model and closed loop manipulations. Control performance on 'probe' trials typically resulted in near 'chance' (50% correct) performance and provided a consistent basis for testing the application of the MIMO model and derived patterns of electrical stimulation. The effectiveness or 'strength' of the SR encoding process was evaluated with respect to whether the trial was rewarded or not as a result of the choice of the NR. 'Strong' SR codes are defined as MIMO derived firing patterns associated with correct responding on long delay trials, while 'weak' SR codes are defined as MIMO patterns that occur on error (non-rewarded) trials irrespective of duration of delay. Therefore, performance of the task on a given trial is characterized by (1) an interaction between 'strength' of the SR code (i.e. 'completeness' of the spatiotemporal firing pattern exhibited on correct long delay trials) for sample lever position and (2) duration of the ensuing (contour, right) . Strength of SR code in CA1 during sample phase predicts behavioral outcome (nonmatch decision) based on prior correlation of firing pattern with success. Closed loop (light blue arrow) reduces (CL-weak codes), or lengthens (CL-strong codes) the delay duration on the same trial to validate MIMO model prediction of strength of the SR code. Bottom right: mean strong and weak code patterns of probability of neural firing at each neuron position (array recording site) and time relative to SR. Color contours scaled from blue (<10%) to red (>60%) according to probability of neural firing on a single trial. Bottom left: mean DNMS performance across animals (n = 15) compares performance on closed loop MIMO model-detected strong (CL-strong codes) and weak (CL-weak codes) SR codes to non-closed loop trials (control). Performance on non-closed loop trials with detected weak codes is displayed as well (weak codes). Performance on trials in which MIMO coefficients were scrambled (scrambled coefficients) is also shown. delay preceding the nonmatch phase where the encoded SR information is retrieved to perform the NR (figure 1).
MIMO model measure of SR strength of encoding predicts learned behavior
The method for assessing the relationship between strength of the SR code and performance utilized a closed loop paradigm (figure 2) in which CA3 activity occuring 1.5-3.0 s prior to the SR was used as input to the MIMO model to provide a prediction of the output firing pattern of simultaneously recorded CA1 cells (Hampson et al 2011) . The strength of the SR code categorized on the basis of correlations with prior performance as defined above was utilized to adjust the duration of the delay online during the same trial (figure 2). Depiction of differences in strong versus weak SR codes is shown by the mean firing rate contour maps in figure 2 (lower right). Because of the extended time interval between the SR and NR due to interposed delays in the task it was possible to adjust the delay duration on the same trial as a function of the 'strength' of the encoded SR, determined online by the MIMO model. The closed loop procedure adjusted delay duration primarily in two ways:
(1) on any trial in the session where a weak SR code was detected the delay was reduced to 10 s, and (2) on trials with detected strong SR codes, delays were extended to 40, 50, or 60 s. The graph in figure 2 (lower left) shows the two extreme conditions of closed loop control of performance by (1) shortening the delay to 10 s for weak SR code trials (CL-weak code) or (2) lengthening the delay to > 30 s when strong SR codes were detected (CL-strong codes). It is clear that performance on strong SR code trials was significantly elevated (F(1,731) = 25.84, p < 0.001) during normal delays ( 30 s) and on extended delay ( 40 s) trials, relative to performance on non-closed loop trials of the same duration (control vs CL-strong code, figure 2). Trials with weak SR codes adjusted to 10 s delays by the closed loop paradigm were performed nearly perfectly by all animals (CL-weak codes, figure 2 ). However, figure 2 also shows that performance was significantly improved on the remaining trials at all delays, (CL-weak code versus control sessions; F(1,731) = 7.96, p < 0.01) due to the fact that weak code trials were eliminated by the closed loop as a potential source of error on longer delay trials (weak codes, figure 2) .
Verification of the MIMO model predictions is shown for trials 30 s in which strong or weak SR codes were detected but delays not altered by the closed loop procedure (figure 2 CL-strong code trials <30 s, weak codes shown by inverted triangles). It is clear that performance was maximal when strong codes were detected (CL-strong codes), but markedly decreased on all trials >15 s when weak codes were detected and at risk for error (weak code vs control, F(1, 731) = 15.61, p < 0.001) as shown in figure 2. It is clear that DNMS performance under normal conditions was a function of two factors: (1) the strength of the SR code, and (2) the coincidence of that code strength with duration of the subsequent randomly assigned delay. Since the delay between SR and NR was unpredictable, strength of SR encoding on any given trial was arbitrary and reflected possible 'anticipation' of the subsequent delay duration. However, as shown previously (Hampson et al 2011) , if delays were extended beyond previously trained limits (CL-strong code >30 s, figure 2), performance on strong SR code trials also declined in a delay-dependent manner.
MIMO model stimulation reverses mismatches of SR encoding strength and delay
A unique application of the MIMO model in the closed loop paradigm described above is the ability to substitute electrical stimulation pulses in patterns that mimicked the firing of CA1 outputs predicted from the MIMO model, to facilitate memory under circumstances where there were mismatches in the online generated SR code strength for the duration of the ensuing delay. Such stimulation was used to enhance memory on trials in which the MIMO model detected weak SR codes for trials with delays >10 s (figure 3). Thus substitution of electrical stimulation pulses at the same electrode loci and in the same temporal pattern as strong SR codes reversed mismatches between spontaneously generated SR code strength and the duration of subsequent trial delay (figure 3). This stimulation procedure was capable of facilitating performance in the same manner as MIMO predicted strong SR codes when delays were extended (30-60 s) in the task (figure 3). Trials with interposed CA1 stimulation patterns derived from MIMO generated strong SR codes (stim MIMO model) were significantly increased versus trials on which no stimulation (no stim) was delivered (F(1,731) = 11.50, p < 0.001). Trials in which stimulation at the same intensity was generated from scrambled MIMO model CA1 coefficients (figure 2) did not differ from no stim trials (F(1,731) = 2.12, ns. ). Under such circumstances MIMO model stimulation parameters were applied to the same electrode locations but in a different spatiotemporal pattern (scrambled coefficients, figure 3) . The fact that stimulation patterns delivered with scrambled coefficients did not consistently suppress performance as might be expected relates to the fact that only some of the scrambled patterns produced the exact SR codes for the opposite lever, which as shown below (figure 5) was required to drive performance below control levels. In addition, the effectiveness of the stimulation patterns was shown to decline across the same span of extended delays in a manner similar to closed loop trials with MIMO detected strong SR code firing patterns (figure 2). These results demonstrate that substitution of strong SR code patterns of electrical stimulation eliminated trials that were at risk for error when weak SR codes were detected by the MIMO model ( figure 3) .
MIMO model derived stimulation replaces lost mnemonic function
The above demonstration that MIMO model stimulation could override the mismatch between anticipated duration of delay and strength of the SR code suggests that such stimulation, if synchronized and delivered at the time of occurrence of the SR, could provide a means of inducing strong SR codes. This was examined under the most severe condition by testing animals when MIMO model predications from hippocampal CA3 inputs were not available online. As in previous studies (Hampson et al 1999a) normal operation of hippocampal circuitry was seriously impaired by chronic infusion over a two week period of the glutamatergic transmission blocking agent, MK801 (Collingridge et al 1983 , Coan et al 1987 . In animals that were trained to perform the DNMS task, infusion of MK801 unilaterally into the CA3 region (37.5 μg h −1 ; 1.5 mg ml −1 , 0.25 μl h −1 ) for 14 days produced significant disruptions in performance at all delay intervals and significantly reduced the appearance of strong SR codes detected online by the MIMO model ( figure 3) . However, since the MIMO model delivered successful SR stimulation patterns in the same animals under normal (nondrug) circumstances, each animal's previously identified effective MIMO stimulation pattern was delivered at the time the animal pressed the sample lever (SR) during testing while MK801 was being chronically infused. MK801 significantly suppressed DNMS performance at all delays compared to control levels (F(1,416) = 13.37, p < 0.001). However, performance was significantly improved (F(1,416) = 9.52, p < 0.001) on trials in which CA1 stimulation was delivered with strong SR code patterns, and . CA1 stimulation consisted of biphasic electrical pulses (0.5-2.0 V, 10-50 μV, 0.5 s duration) delivered no more than once per 50 ms per channel, delivered on trials with delay durations of 15-50s. Bottom: comparison of mean DNMS performance (% correct ±SEM) across animals (n = 23) on trials with interposed CA1 stimulation patterns derived from MIMO generated strong SR codes (stim MIMO model) vs. trials on which no stimulation (no stim) was delivered. Trials in which stimulation at the same intensity was generated from scrambled MIMO model CA1 coefficients (figure 2) are also shown. remained only slightly (F(1,416) = 5.12, p = 0.02) below control levels. Figure 4 shows that delivery of MIMO stimulation patterns was highly effective in reversing the detrimental effects of the drug and significantly increased performance on all trials with delays >10 s. Even though performance was not elevated back to normal (pre-MK801) levels, delivery of effective MIMO model derived stimulation patterns at the SR significantly reduced the drug-induced deficit.
Demonstration of specificity of MIMO model derived stimulation patterns
Together, the above demonstrations (figures 2-4) show that detection, imposition and closed loop control based on MIMOderived ensemble firing patterns control DNMS task behavior by enhancing encoding of the SR sufficient to counteract the effects of the intervening delay interval. It is obvious that such enhanced encoding facilitates making the NR decision, but the specificity of the MIMO model stimulation pattern can be assessed in the same experimental context. A distinct test of the specificity of the information the SR codes and their strength was ascertained by reversing the MIMO stimulation patterns such that the pattern for the left lever was delivered when the animal was presented with, and made the SR, on the right lever and vice versa. Delivery of the stimulation pattern specific for encoding the lever opposite the one presented and responded to sample, should not only eliminate enhanced encoding of the SR, but should actually impair performance below normal levels due to stimulation induced miscoding of information required in the nonmatch phase to correctly select the NR. Therefore the frequency of errors (match responses) should increase in comparison to trials in which no stimulation occurred. Figure 5 shows that by reversing the MIMO model SR stimulation patterns for the lever presented in the sample phase, performance was reduced below normal levels (F(1,731) = 12.53, p < 0.001) relative to control trials in which no stimulation occurred. In contrast, trials within the same sessions in which SR codes were delivered appropriate for the lever presented (normal stim) exhibited performance significantly above control levels (F(1,731) = 15.76, p < 0.001). The results shown in figure 5 support the conclusion that delivery of the opposite SR stimulation pattern was capable of overriding normal encoding tendencies by significantly impairing performance on trials with deliberate mismatches between the SR stimulation pattern and lever position. It is clear that reversed strong SR code patterns had a large impact on performance. To validate the fact that the MIMO stimulation patterns were effective, figure 5 also shows that performance was markedly improved if the same SR stimulation patterns were delivered when the appropriate lever was presented in the sample phase. One final control manipulation for specificity of the MIMO derived stimulation patterns was to delay delivery of the stimulation by 3-5 s after occurrence of the SR (delayed stimulation, figure 5 ). The results show that if strong SR code stimulation patterns were delayed by more that 3.0 s there was no effect on performance (stim late versus no stim: F(1,731) = 3.17, ns).
Discussion
The above demonstrations show that neural prostheses employing connections between different neuronal assemblies can be applied to accurately assess and impose effective spatiotemporal task-related firing patterns which can be used for (1) closed loop control of performance (figure 2), (2) electrical stimulation of the same structures in the manner that mimics output of successful task-related signals to facilitate and override instances in which less effective ensemble firing occurs (figure 3), (3) recovery of function when the same ensembles are no longer operative (figure 4) and finally (4) validating whether the facilitative patterns of stimulation are specific to encoding of task-related events necessary for Figure 5 . Reverse stimulation to verify specificity of closed loop MIMO model stimulation. Top: validity of CA1 'strong SR code' patterns determined by delivering stimulation patterns appropriate for the opposite type of DNMS trial ('reversed') or by varying the time at which stimulation was delivered relative to the occurrence of the SR ('delayed'). Bottom left: DNMS trials in which the SR code for the opposite lever was delivered (reversed stim) and compared with trials within the same sessions in which SR codes were delivered appropriate for the lever presented (normal stim) as well as control (no stimulation) trials. Bottom right: DNMS delay curves for animals stimulated with MIMO model generated strong SR codes either at the time of the SR (stim at SR) or commencing 3-5 s after the SR (stim late). successful performance within specific contexts (figure 5). This type of utility provided by the MIMO model and applied to a well-characterized set of ensemble firings provides one of the first demonstrations in which deciphered nonlinear activation patterns across cell assemblies can be utilized to deliver facilitative electrical stimulation to those same brain regions (Dulay et al 2009) . Such an approach takes advantage of the fact that input-output relations are all that are required to make the predictions, irrespective of whether those relations reflect mono-or polysynaptic connections. Therefore, even if hippocampal CA3 connectivity to CA1 were not present, the MIMO model could be applied by characterizing input-output relations between dentate gyrus (and/or entorhinal cortex) and CA1 outputs if the former structures remained operative when CA3 was damaged. In addition, by reversing the encoding patterns delivered for critical behavioral events within the task (figure 5), it was possible to test the specificity of the effectiveness of the neural prosthesis for replacing damaged or destroyed connections (Moritz et al 2008 , Leuthardt et al 2009 , as shown in figure 4 . While some factors remain to be determined as to the basis for the success of this approach (i.e. range of effective stimulation parameters, etc.), and even though opportunities for negative results were provided, the consistency of the outcomes of each of the above test conditions confirm the basic assumption of predictive ensemble encoding as performed by the MIMO model. It was not necessary to understand the basis for firing patterns in CA1 predicted by CA3 in terms of encoded information, even though in the past each structure has been implicated independently in performance of the task from many different perspectives, including hippocampal removal, drug effects and time course of behavioral acquisition (Hampson et al 1999a , Deadwyler et al 2007 . In addition, previous offline assessments of data from the same DNMS task employing the exact same MIMO model (Zanos et al 2008 , Song et al 2009 provide substantial computational support for the online predictions of CA1 output firing patterns based on CA3 cell input firing to control online delivery of facilitative SR stimulation patterns (figures 3 and 4).
The efficiency of the cortical prosthesis described here utilizing a MIMO model that predicts firing patterns for successful encoding of task specific information, provides a unique yet feasible approach to constructing prostheses to replace information transmitted between brain structures via nonlinear patterned inputs and outputs (Song et al 2007a (Song et al , 2009 ). In the case of hippocampal based memories, the above demonstration shows that cognitive processes can be detected in terms of a code that reflects the degree to which information is successfully represented and encoded (figure 2) for retrieval at a later time (Wais et al 2006 , Wixted 2007 , Miller et al 2010 . The fact that this code can be mimicked by delivery of electrical stimulation in the same spatio-temporal sequence during the to-be-remembered behavioral event, provides a means of (1) improving performance when encoding is deficient (figure 3), (2) replacing memory function when hippocampal processes are compromised (figure 4), and importantly (3) determining the specificity of the electrical stimulation used to mimic the firing patterns that are not present (figures 3 and 5). What is also apparent is that this cortical prosthesis does not require separate probes for delivery of effective neural stimulation, since the stimulation pulses were delivered through the same CA1 array electrodes (figures 1 and 3) . Therefore, it is likely that similar assessments could yield further confirmation that MIMO model derived stimulation patterns could be employed as a universal means of recovering lost connections between neural ensembles in other brain regions, as demonstrated here utilizing previously well-characterized hippocampal firing patterns.
